
COP26
COP26 is a global United Nations summit focused on accelerating action 

towards the goals of the Paris Agreement and UN Framework Convention 

on Climate Change.

Climate Alliance COP26 Activities
Invitation for speakers & panellists
The Climate Alliance will host a variety of digital events during the first two 

weeks of November with an aim to raise the profile of our member univer-

sities during COP26 and encourage curiosity amongst the general public 

to understand the process and mechanism of IPCC reporting and global 

policy development. A number of the events will complement 

announcements or side events our members already have planned during 

COP and others will expand participation to researchers who would like to 

share their expertise with the global community.

Seminars for the Climate Curious
Each event will be a series of 10 minute presentations explaining an 

emerging area of climate research or explaining a concept that is often 

misunderstood. Target audience are a range of government, industry and 

advocates seeking to expand their knowledge.

Live Q&A Expert Series
These 1 hour live streamed events are designed to give the general public 

an insight into climate reporting and policy development. Audience will ask 

questions and panel can select which questions they would like to answer. 



Themes 

The Schedule for the events will be varied across timezones during the 1-12th November based 

on the location of speakers who nominate to participate.

Live Q&A Expert Series
• International Policy Development - Will answer questions about why COP is important to 

helping accelerate climate action, who attends, what progress has been made in past years 

and what is likely to be disussed during this years event.

• Unpacking the Past, Present and Future of Climate Change Science - Discussing the IPCC 

reporting, how to interpret it and explaining any technical questions relating to climate science.

• How can communities protect vulnerable natural systems? Discussion on what agency 

communities have to adapt and protect natural systems against climate change.

 

Seminars for the Climate Curious
• Climate Justice - Balancing the cost to the community. Exploring the concept of climate justice 

and perceptives on how communities should support the most vulnerable within their community.

• The Future of Work - How will industries be transformed by climate change. Consider diverse 

ways that industry and wokrforces of the future will need to adapt to manage climate risks more 

effectively.

• Understanding Climate Change through a Humanities Lens - Climate change can be un-

derstood from many different perceptives and provide a unique insight into how to encourage 

climate action in communities.
 


